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FROM THE STATE DIRECTOR’S DESK

The months of July and August were action packed with 
a wide range of very significant and impactful activities. 
Mr. Ravi Singh, Secretary General and CEO visited Kerala 
and the State Office in the month of July and it was a great 
energizer to our work in the State. He interacted with the 
State Office staff team and expressed his appreciation on the 
way the State Office has been living out the mission of WWF 
in the State with our wide range of projects, programmes, 
campaigns and other activities reaching out to almost all the 
districts in the State and touching all sections of the society. 
The informal meeting with the available State Advisory 
Board Members was a great time of sharing, learning and 
realigning. Our Volunteers, namely Sivaprasad Sir, Mathew 
Sir, Ratheesh and few others had a very fruitful time of 
discussion, mainly on birds and birding experiences. Mr. 
Singh shared his birding experiences from different parts 
of the country and also encouraged the Volunteers Team to 
visit Taal Chappar in Gujarat and assured them that he would 
make all logistics arrangements required. We also organized 
awareness and outreach programmes in Thrissur, mainly the 
Teachers Training Workshop for the Teachers-in-charge of 
Eco Clubs, as part of our ongoing project on ‘Marine Turtle 
Conservation in Kerala’. The Senior Education Officer took 
one session on ‘Education for Sustainable Development’ 
and the State Director led the session on ’Marine Turtle 
Conservation along the Kerala Coast – Status, Issues and 
Challenges’. Our involvement in the cleanup drive organized 
at Veli estuary opening by Friends of Marine Life (FML) was 
a startling experience and served as a great eye opener to 
clearly understand how our consumeristic lifestyle was really 
impacting our ecosystems – even the sea – how things we 
carelessly throw out of our homes ultimately end up polluting 
the coastal and marine environment and choke its inhabiting 
wildlife. The cleanup drive was organized when large quantity 
of unsegregated waste got washed up along the beach in the 
Veli estuarine opening area when the District Administration 
employed man and machinery to open the sandbar blocking 
the estuarine opening to let go the rainwaters which had 
accumulated inside the City creating flooding in many low 
lying parts as a result of the heavy showers for two days into 
the Sea. But unfortunately, what happened was that, along 

IMPORTANT NEWS ON  
NATURE AND ENVIRONMENT

Everyday plastics emit greenhouse gases says study 

Researchers at Columbia University, New York have 
found that commonly used plastics generate the potent 
greenhouse gas methane as well as ethylene as they age, 

adding to the global tally of planet-warming emissions. 
It is likely to be an insignificant component of the global 
methane budget due to the low quantities produced this 
way, but it is definitely important considering the fact that 
nine billion tons of plastic has been produced since 1950. 
Most of this has been discarded in landfills or loosely in 
the environment. And now, the so-called garbage patch of 
plastic floating in the pacific holds as much as 16 times 
more debris than previously thought, posing a significant 
threat to the food chain as Scientists found out earlier in 
the year (Source: The Hindu, 2 August 2018).

with the rainwater, tonnes of unsegregated waste was also 
carried out into the Sea. Most of the waste were taken into 
the deep sea, but a portion of it comprising of footwears, 
thermocoal, plastic water bottles, glass liquor bottles etc. got 
washed back to the beach. Around 12 Volunteers tirelessly 
toiled for half a day to recover this waste in a segregated 
manner. The waste was quantified and a press release was 
shared with the media to bring it to the attention of the general 
public and the District Administration. When we were faced 
with heavy showers for two days and we faced flooding, we 
took the shortcut of breaking the estuarine opening without 
thinking for one moment the negative impact it will bring 
in the coastal and marine environment and the inhabiting 
lifeforms. The observation of the International Tiger Day in 
Wayanad was also a very thrilling experience. Some people 
might ask – Why Wayanad? When there are two other Tiger 
Reserves in the State? We have two Tiger Reserves in the 
State in Periyar and Parambikulam. But recent Tiger census 
carried out by WWF using camera traps clearly shows that 
there are more Tigers in the forests of Wayanad rather than 
within our Tiger Reserves. This can be attributed to the fact 
that the forests of Wayanad are well connected to the forests 
of Tamil Nadu and Karnataka. Anyway now, since we have 
images of the individual Tigers and they are identified from 
their unique stripe patterns, just like the unique fingerprints 
of humans, we are able to boldly say the numbers rather than 
doing guess work from indirect sightings like pugmark, scat 
and remains of kills etc. Maybe some were not caught in the 
camera traps. But that is fine. That only points to fast that the 
actual Tiger numbers might be higher than we counted. Out 
of the 4200 wild Tigers in the world, 2770 are in India i.e. 
around 60%. And hence the whole world looks to India to take 
the lead in saving the wild Tiger population. That vests huge 
responsibility on our Central and State Governments which 
filters down to each one of us as responsible Indian Citizens. 
The Tiger is the apex predator in the forest ecosystem and 
the protection of the Tiger is very much essential to ensure 
the healthy sustenance of the forest ecosystem which in turn 
ensures the sustenance of other ecosystems and ultimately 
human beings. So when we say that Tigers and their habitats 
have to be protected, we are really advocating for our own 
sustenance. 

Renjan Mathew Varghese, State Director

GLOBAL
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Boosting Rhino conservation efficiency 

On August 14, Assam’s Environment and Forest Department 
issued a notification saying the Kaziranga National 
Park had been split into two divisions - the existing 
Eastern Assam Wildlife and the new Biswanath Wildlife 
- for “intensive wildlife management”. The Brahmaputra 
separates the two divisions straddling a total area of 1,030 
sq.km. Kaziranga had an area of only 232 sq.km. when it 
began its journey as a proposed reserve forest on June 1, 
1905. The KNP officials said the creation of the Biswanath 
Wildlife Division, with headquarters at Biswanath Chariali 
in northeastern Assam, will entail relocating the Central 
Assam Afforestation Division at Hojai 160 km away. In 
fact, the afforestation division has been renamed a wildlife 

Crop losses to pests will soar as climate warms,  
study warns

Rising temperatures make insects eat and breed more, 
leading to food losses growing world population cannot 
afford, say Scientists. Rising global temperatures mean 
pests will devour far more of the world’s crops, according 
to the first global analysis of the subject, even if climate 
change is restricted to the international target of 2ºC. 
Increasing heat boosts both the number and appetite of 
insects, and researchers’ project they will destroy almost 
50% more wheat than they do today with a 2ºC rise, and 
30% more maize. Rice, the third key staple, is less affected 
as it is grown in the tropics, which are already near the 
optimal temperature for insects – although bugs will still eat 
20% more. Rising heat stress on crops is already expected 
to cut cereal yields by about 10% for 2ºC of warming, but 
the new research indicates rising pest damage will cause 
atleast another 4-8% to be lost. With 800 million people 
chronically hungry today and the global population rising 
towards 10bn, increasing pest destruction will worsen food 
security. Markus Riegler, at Western Sydney University 
says that the substantial increases in pest damage forecast 
call for action on climate change emissions and adaptation. 
Everyone must be involved in change: farmers, industries, 
policymakers and wider society (Source: The Guardian, 30 
August 2018). 

Biggest King Penguin colony shrinks by 90%

The Planet’s largest colony of King Penguins has declined 
by nearly 90% in three decades, researchers have warned. 
The last time Scientists set foot on France’s remote Ile aux 
Cochons - roughly half way between the tip of Africa and 
Antarctica - the island was blanketed by two million of 
the flightless birds, which stands about a metre tall. There 
are many reasons for their decline. Climate change may 
play a role in its decline. In 1997, a particularly strong El 
Nino weather event warmed the southern Indian Ocean, 
temporarily pushing the fish and squid on which King 
Penguins depend south, beyond their foraging range. 
Another possible culprit is Avian Cholera, which has 
affected seabirds on nearby Marion and Amsterdam 
Islands, including some King Penguins (Source: The Hindu, 

division. Between 2015 and February this year, 74 Rhinos 
fell to poachers in Assam. Many of these Rhinos were from 
the KNP, though there have been fewer cases of poaching 
since 2017. According to the last Rhino Census in March, 
the KNP has an estimated 2,413 Rhinos. The Park also has 
57% of the world’s Wild Water Buffalo population, one of 
the largest groups of Asian Elephants and 21 Royal Bengal 
Tigers per 100 sq.km. (Source: The Hindu, 19 August 2018).

STATE

Close watch on climate change

The Union Ministry of Earth Sciences (MoES) is considering 
a 79-crore proposal to study the impact of climate change 
in Kerala. The project has been proposed by the National 
Institute of Science Communication and Information 
Resources (NISCAIR) under the Council of Scientific and 
Industrial Research (CSIR). “The project involves experts 
from various scientific institutions across the country. It 
consists of 25 work packages and covers all the aspects 
of climate change adaptations for Kerala” J. Sundaresan 
Pillai, Head of Climate Change Informatics, CSIR-NISCAIR 
and Principal Investigator of the project said. The project, 
spread over a period of three years, will assess the impact 
of climate change on agriculture (including plantation 
crops and spices), fisheries (marine and inland), industries, 
health, transport — vehicular and inland water transports, 
tourism, biodiversity, forestry, and landslips. The study 
will also look into suitable sectoral mitigation options 
under changing climate scenarios and assess the carbon 
sequestration potential of Kerala. (Source: The Hindu, 28 
August 2018)

Muhamma sets a model in wetland conservation 

The Muhamma gramapanchayat has launched a unique 
programme to make it a model wetland panchayat. 
The project, titled ‘Muhammodayam’, is aimed at the 
conservation of the Vembanad Lake ecosystem by 
developing sustainable livelihoods and management of 
natural resources. The local body is implementing the 
project in association with the Ashoka Trust for Research 
in Ecology and the Environment (ATREE), a non-profit 
organisation recognised by the Union Ministry of Science 
and Technology and focussed on biodiversity conservation. 
The project focusses on addressing five major threats 
being faced by the lake, including water pollution, lake 
reclamation, invasive species, unsustainable resource 
use and climate change. Muhammodayam will also give 
special attention to the climate change aspect. Muhamma, 
being a part of the Vembanad Lake ecosystem, is exposed to 
climate change and other anthropological influences. The 
people in the area are vulnerable to changes in the lake 
system as their livelihood is highly dependent on the lake-
based ecosystem (Source: The Hindu, 1 July 2018).

Help for tackling encounters with snakes and reptiles 
in the aftermath of the floods

Humans are not the only creatures that have been displaced 
by the floods that ravaged the State. As the waters recede, 
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EXPERT TALK

SPECIES OF THE ISSUE

Miss Kerala 
(Sahyadria denisonii)

It is an endangered species of cyprinid fish endemic to the 
fast-flowing hill streams and rivers of the Western Ghats. 
It reaches a length of up to 15cms. It has torpedo-shaped 
body with silver scales, a red line running from their snout, 
through the eye, back towards the middle of the body; and 
below the red line, a black line that runs the length of the 
fish to the tail. There are distinctive yellow and black spots 
towards both the tips of the forked tail. They are typically 
used as an aquarium fish.

reptiles that have had their burrows filled with water are 
seeking refuge in people’s homes. Animal lovers across 
the State are co-ordinating efforts to spread awareness 
that the animals are as scared as people and are in need of 
rescuing. They advise people not to endanger themselves 
by handling snakes on their own. The snakes that have 
commonly been found in the aftermath of the flood are the 
Spectacled Cobra, Krait in the venomous category and Rat 
Snake, Common Kukri and Python in the non-venomous 
category. The rescuers advise against untrained people 
trying to catch the snakes to protect themselves and the 
animal. (Source: The Hindu, 23 August 2018)

Recent suggestion to keep malls and major 
shopping complexes to be open 24 * 7 

Some practices in the past were really good...
Just stop for a moment, think and reflect… just go back 20 
years back… to a household in Kerala… we used to have 
Ural and Ulakka to powder things like rice… Aattukalla 
to make dosa dough… Ammikallu to grind things together 
like coconut, garlic, pepper, chilly etc… We have now 
given away all these things are replaced them with 
electrical grinders, mixies etc. On one side, when all these 
traditional home implements used to give us some good 
physical exercise, on the other hand, it used to keep our 
energy consumption much lesser, help us save money 
through a lesser electricity bill and we had the luxury of a 

more clean and neat environment not hampered by global 
warming and climate change. 

Now, with the so-called development, when we have given 
up all these mechanical implements and replaced them 
with electrical and electronic equipments, our body does 
not get the required exercise, we are entitled to blood 
sugar, hyper tension, cholesterol etc. at the age of 40 
itself, we sacrifice our sleep and get up at 5am and go and 
walk or run in public parks and play grounds, we are so 
much bogged down by our huge monthly electricity bills 
and every day we face the imminent threat from global 
warming and climate change with our increased energy 
consumption and subsequent energy production. Is this 
really development? Weren’t our earlier generations much 
wiser with their choices…

The latest trend to have malls and major shopping 
complexes to run 24*7 is another foolish step in the same 
direction. Few major reasons why we should not allow this 
is because:

- A developing society should have healthy people. For a 
person to stay healthy, he or she should get average 6-8 
hours of sleep. Especially for our younger generation, 
who are already awake most of the time with TV, 
internet, mobile, video games etc., let us not push them 
too much further by giving another choice of spending 
whole night in malls also.

- Every day when we open the newspaper in the morning, 
we read many stories of eve teasing, molestation, 
rapes, murders etc. And many of these happen in the 
darkness of the night. Do we really want to try our luck 
by extending more active hours into the night?

- Malls are becoming hang-out places for boys and girls, 
including senior school children, during the day time. 
The only consolation the parents have is that the kid 
are home by evening or late evening and is in the 
security of the home. Let us not sacrifice the security of 
our kids.

- I had read in an article sometime back that “Malls are 
becoming the temples of modern Indian”. Kids and 
youngsters do not want to go to temples, churches 
etc. Rather they want to spend time with family and 
friends in malls and shopping complexes which are the 
so-called happening places in our culture now. Are we 
moving in the right direction?

- Malls and shopping complexes use a large amount of 
electricity for their extravagant lighting, both exterior 
and interior, and for operation of elevators, escalators 
etc. Kerala is already reeling under deficit of power. We 
are trying to come up with more power projects, to meet 
the increasing demand for power in our society, with 
major negative impacts on nature and environment 
and we are also looking at possibilities of buying power 
from other states through the Central grid at a much 
higher cost. Do we really want to worsen this situation 
by further increasing our power consumption.

- As malls and shopping complexes remain open, 
commuting will be more and that too in private 
vehicles. We are still now totally dependent on fossil 
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CHILDREN’S CORNER

Oceanic Quiz 

1. The ocean covers _____________ of the earth’s surface. 

2. Biggest fish is _____________. 

3. Largest marine turtle is _____________. 

4. Fastest fish is _____________. 

5. Biggest marine mammal is _____________. 

6. Caviar is _____________ of _____________ fish. 

7. Most venomous fish is _____________. 

8. Clown fish has a symbiotic relationship with 
_____________. 

9. Synchronized, large-scale nesting of some species of 
sea turtle (Olive Ridley) is called _____________. 

10. Sea cows are also called _____________. 

ACTIVITIES OF WWF-INDIA  
KERALA STATE OFFICE

fuels and the number of vehicles on the roads are 
increasing exponentially which directly translates into 
more carbon emissions. Let us keep our vehicle use less 
atleast in the night and give our trees the space and 
freedom to convert carbon dioxide into oxygen.

Should there be more reasons why we should keep our 
malls and shopping complexes closed after 11pm? I am not 
the one to decide. We need to think and take a collective 
decision. But make sure that we do not regret in future.

Renjan Mathew Varghese

SG & CEO’s visit to Kerala State Office 

discussion with the available Members of the Kerala State 
Advisory Board – Mr. G. Vijaya Raghavan, Dr. Bhaskaran 
and Mr. A.V.George. The revival of the State Advisory Board 
was a major achievement as it was decided that from now 
on the SAB will meet once every 3 months planning things 
and evaluating the work of the State Office. Following 
this, CEO had lunch outside at a hotel with the staff team. 
In the evening, the Senior Education Officer and State 
Director took CEO for a field visit to the birding point of 
Thiruvananthapuram i.e. Punchakkari. On the way back, 
visited Vellayani Freshwater Lake also. On 24th morning, 
CEO had an informal discussion with the State Director 
and later on he returned to Delhi by the afternoon 12.30pm 
flight. 

Bird Atlas for Thiruvananthapuram and  
Pathanamthitta Districts

Senior Education Officer co-ordinated the ongoing Kerala 
Bird Atlas Survey in Thiruvananthapuram district on 14th 
and 15th of July at three base camps and completed survey 
in six sample sites out of the targeted eight, though it was 
intensively raining. Fifty-six species were recorded during 

Mr. Ravi Singh came down to Thiruvananthapuram as a 
continuation of his visit to Hyderabad and Bengaluru with 
the objective of having informal interaction with the staff. 
He arrived here on Sunday 22nd July and was received at 
the airport by the State Director. On Monday, 23rd July, he 
initially had a brief time of interaction with the staff team 
at Kerala State Office which was followed by an informal 
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this survey. Sri. C. Harikumar, our Volunteer co-ordinated 
another survey in Konni Forest Division of Pathanamthitta 
on 28th and 29th of July and completed seventeen sample 
sites with eight base camps. One hundred and ten species 
were recorded during this survey. 

Study on Rangers Insurance Scheme

WWF and WCI is jointly initiating a study to look at Rangers 
Insurance Schemes for the frontline protection staff of the 
Forests and Wildlife Department. Out of the sites selected 
across the country, Periyar Tiger Reserve is also included. 
The State Office is doing the necessary liaison work with 
the Field Director’s Office as directed by Dr. Joydeep Bose. 

Teachers Training Workshop on Marine Turtles and 
Education for Sustainable Development 

As part of Marine Turtle Conservation Programme, Kerala 
State Office and Eco Clubs of Chavakkad conducted a 
Teachers Training Workshop on Marine Turtle and ESD at 
Shikshak Sadan, Chavakkad. Thirty-two Teachers-in-charge 
of Eco Clubs in the schools of the district participated. Mr. 
N.J. James, Coordinator of Eco Clubs welcomed the guests 

and participants. Sri. Renjan Mathew Varghese, State 
Director from WWF-India led the session on Marine Turtles 
and Mr. A.K. Sivakumar, Senior Education Officer led the 
session on Education for Sustainable Development. Both 
the sessions were highly interactive.

Workshops on Invasive Alien Species of Kerala at 
Silent Valley National Park

A single-day Workshop on Invasive Alien Plant Species of 
Kerala was conducted for the staff of Silent Valley National 
Park on 20th July 2018 at the Park jointly by the Kerala State 
Office and WGNL Programme. Mr. A.K. Sivakumar, Senior 
Education Officer and Mr. Tiju C. Thomas, Program Co-
ordinator of WGNL Programme coordinated the workshop. 
Fifty participants including the front line staff who are 
engaged in IAS eradication at the field level participated 
in the workshop. The session on Invasive Alien Species 
of Silent Valley National Park was led by Dr. T.V. Sajeev, 
Principal Scientist and Research Coordinator of KFRI. In 
the afternoon session, a film on Invasive Alien Species was 
screened and the workshop concluded with an interactive 
session and feedback. 

International Tiger Day 2018

The International Tiger Day was observed at Wayanad 
Wildlife Sanctuary (WWS) from 27th to 29th July, a joint 
venture by WWF-India, Kerala State office, Wayanad 
Wildlife Sanctuary, Kerala Veterinary and Animal Sciences 
University (KVASU), Pookode and National Green Corps, 
Wayanad. There were 29 Volunteer participants from 
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KVASU, Sree Krishna College at Guruvayoor and other 
Volunteers from across the State. On 27th afternoon, A.K. 
Sivakumar, Senior Education Officer of WWF-India, gave 
the introductory address and Mr. Ajay Ghosh V., Assistant 
Wildlife Warden of WWS gave the inaugural address. Mr. 
M.P. Sajeev, Deputy Range Forest Officer was also present 
in the function. Mr. Vishnu O., Conservation Biologist at 
WWS gave a presentation on WWS and its importance in 
Tiger conservation, based on its significant geographical 
placement, making it contiguous to Bandipur, Nagarhole 
and Mudumalai Tiger Reserves. This session was followed 
by a short evening walk to the forest to understand the 
landscape of WWS and also to familiarise the participants 
on the local flora and fauna. They sighted few skeletal 
remains of an Elephant that was eaten up by Tigers and 
Vultures a year back. 

The second day started with ‘Feel Nature”, a semi 
meditation exercise from 5:30 to 6:00 am. This was led 
by Sivakumar and he gave an introduction to the activity 
wherein the purpose was to listen and understand nature 
during the early morning when everything slowly wakes 
up. The participants along with Mr. Vishnu and 6 other 
forests officials trekked around 9 kms through the routine 
tourist track. Mr. Vishnu who led the team showed how 
pugmarks are measured, about camera traps, territorial 
markings of Tigers and about the work done at WWS 
for Tiger conservation. They also saw 8 White rumped 
Vultures at Kakkappadam Vayal which was a result of the 
Vulture Conservation Programme of the WWS. Following 
the field trip, Mr. N. Ravikumar, Assistant Co-ordinator of 
Western Ghats Nilgiris Landscape Program of WWF- India 
led a session on Tiger Enumeration Techniques. 

The post lunch session was purely an activity one in 
which all the participant were divided into 5 groups and 
were given 5 different themes and was asked to prepare 

captions and slogans on Tiger Conservation in focus to the 
themes. From these, around 100 captions were selected 
and placards were made. The entire job starting from the 
slogan making, writing on chart paper, sticking on the hard 
board and fixing on the poles were done by the volunteers. 
The team retired for the day by 11:00pm. 

On the third day, 29th July being the International Tiger 
Day, Volunteers, WWF – India team and Forest Department 
Staff travelled to Sulthan Bathery town and met around 
110 Student Volunteers of National Green Corps from 
local schools at Assumption Junction. They were 
given instructions and placards to hold. The rally was 
inaugurated by Mr. T.L. Sabu, Municipality Chairperson. 
The rally was flagged off thereafter and the procession 
marched around 2 km to the end of the town with Police 
escort. The participants assembled at the hall for an 
action plan discussion and feedback session of the 3 days 
program. Mr. Ajay Ghosh, Assistant Wildlife Warden, 
WWS congratulated the team on their success and said 
he was very much impressed by the dedication of the 
Volunteers. Mr. A K Sivakumar of WWF - India delivered 
the vote of thanks and assured that the participants of this 
programme will be further on used as resource persons for 
Tiger conservation programs in the district in the future. 

Workbook on Tiger for Children

Ms. Jennifer Philip, Intern from Bennet University has made 
a very informative compilation which can be published 
as a Workbook on Tiger for Children. The contents were 
shared with Dr. Dipankar Ghose, Director, Species and 
Landscape, WWF-India Secretariat for his comments and 
suggestions on how to go forward. 
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Clean up drive in Veli Estuary Opening

August 2018 witnessed ever highest rain in the nearest past 
in the State of Kerala which turned out to a heavy flood. 
When the drainages of Thiruvananthapuram city willed 
with water, the authorities opened the estuary at Veli and 
the entire water logged within the city drained off to Sea. 
But the waste was deposited on either side of the estuary 
which included plastic bottles, thermocole pieces, foot 
wears, glass bottles and other plastic wastes. State Director, 
his wife and Senior Education Officer became part of the 
clean-up drive on 2nd August 2018 which was organized by 
‘Friends of Marine Life’, an NGO working on marine related 
issues.

OPCC Stakeholder Consultation in Kochi

Kochi being one of the finalists cities in the One Planet 
City Challenge of WWF-India, a Stakeholder Consultation 
was organized by the Climate Change & Energy Division in 
association with Kochi Municipal Corporation and ICLEI 
South Asia on 3rd August 2018. The meeting was chaired 
by Ms. Soumini Jain, Honorable Mayor, Kochi Corporation 
and had presentations from various stakeholders including 
Transport Department and Kochi Metro. The Deputy Mayor 
and other Councillors were also present in the meeting. 
The meeting witnessed very good feedback and interaction 
session from the participants. The State Director also 
attended the meeting and took active participation in the 
discussions and deliberations. On 4th August, the OPCC 
Cyclothon/ Walkathon/ Marathon was flagged off by the 
Honorable Mayor from the Durbar Hall Grounds at 6am. 
The participants had to cover a stretch of 5 kms. The event 
concluded by 8am with the prize distribution ceremony. 

Litterbin Clearing in Punchakkari
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As part of Paaristhithikam last year, WWF had installed two 
litterbins fabricated in the shape of a bottle and installed 
them at two relevant points in Punchakkari, mainly for 
collecting bottles. We had received the information that the 
bins were now full. A team comprising the State Director, 
Ms. Anu and Jaichand went on 25th August and cleared one 
of the litterbin and collected the bottles – both glass and 
plastic separately. For the other, it was found that, since 
it was erected on the roadside, the public had dumped 
all kinds of waste into it including many packets of used 
diapers. Necessary follow-up will be carried out with the 
Panchayat authorities to clear the bin as decided earlier.

ANERT National Workshop

The Agency for Non-Conventional Energy and Rural 
Technology (ANERT), the government agency to promote 
renewable energy in the State, had decided that it was 
time to make itself relevant and become more effective and 
efficient. In this regard a National Stakeholder Consultation 
was organized at the Poovar Estuary on 10th August. On 
being invited, the State Director attended the workshop 
and contributed constructively towards preparing the 
roadmap ahead for ANERT.

KSBB Consultative Meeting on Biodiversity 
Conservation

The Kerala State Biodiversity Board called for a meeting 
of experts in the field of biodiversity conservation to 
think together on how KSBB can work more effectively 
towards its mission of biodiversity conservation in the 

State. On being invited, the State Director attended the 
meeting on 14th August at the Govt. Guest House, Thycaud, 
Thiruvananthapuram and took active participation in 
the group discussions and deliberations. The meeting 
was facilitated by Shri. S.M. Vijayanand, Former Chief 
Secretary of the State. In the background of this meeting, 
a brainstorming session was conducted within our office 
earlier itself and a WWF submission was prepared to be 
tabled in the meeting. 

Write-up on Kerala Floods to Communications Team

In the background of the devastating floods which 
occurred in Kerala, the Communications Team in WWF-
India Secretariat specially requested the State Director to 
prepare an article based on a conservationist’s viewpoint of 
the flood. This was prepared in a comprehensive manner 
in a day’s time and handed over to the team.

State Office Meeting at New Delhi

State Director and Senior Education Officer has participated 
in the 3 day long State Office Meeting held at Zorba De 
Buddha, New Delhi from 20th to 22nd August 2018. They 
shared the Outreach, Engagement and Outcome of the 
ongoing activities from July 2017 to June 2018. Kerala State 
Office had an outreach of 24526 and engagement of 15655 
from 51 different activities. They also shared experience 
and suggestions during all the sessions of the meeting. 


